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Abstract. For a map /: X —» Y , let ^k[f\ denote the associated A:-dimen-

sional cohomology sheaf. The main result is that, for a proper map between

locally compact metrizable spaces, if the sheaves ^k[f] are locally constant

and X is cohomologically locally connected, then Y is cohomologically locally

connected. The result can be viewed as a variation on a number of similar results

dating to work of Vietoris. The setting for this paper is quite general and the

proof is not difficult, involving a routine analysis using the Leray-Grothendieck

spectral sequence. Versions of known comparable results for homotopical local

connectedness can be recovered by combining the result with standard universal

coefficient theorems that translate cohomological information to homological

information and with a local Hurewicz theorem.

0. Introduction

There is an extensive literature that, in the setting of a proper map f:X—>

Y, provides conditions on the mapping / to ensure that the local connectiv-

ity properties of X are inherited by Y. An early occurrence, a consequence

of the Vietoris-Begle Mapping Theorem [Be], is that if / is acyclic and X is

homologically locally connected, then Y is homologically locally connected. A

similar result, dealing with homotopical local connectedness, was established by

Smale [Sm] and extended by various authors, including [Dug], [Koz], [Dy2],

[CD], [AP], and [Ar]. With the exception of [CD], the hypotheses centered on

the triviality of the homology/cohomology groups or homotopy groups (per-

haps measured with respect to a system of neighborhoods) of the point-inverses

f-\y), for y GY.
More recently, the first author and J. Segal [DS], advancing a point of view

found in [CD], replaced the assumption that the groups of each point-inverse

be trivial, with the much less restrictive assumption that these groups align in

a coherent manner.   The approach used in the latter work involves mingling
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of hypotheses involving the homology groups of the point-inverses with the as-

sumption that the point-inverses are nearly 1-movable, the latter a condition

that ensures that the image is homotopically locally 1-connected [Dy, ]. The

conclusions reached in [DS] involve the homotopical local connectivity of the

image. An alternate approach, presented herein, entails an analysis that involves

only homological information, both in the hypotheses and conclusion (in fact,

cohomology rather than homology seems most natural). In standard fashion,

results on homotopical local connectedness can be recovered using a local ver-

sion of the Hurewicz theorem [Hu]. For example, as recorded in [DaW], the

local Hurewicz theorem establishes that the combination of the Vietoris-Begle

Mapping Theorem and the work of Dydak implies that acyclic maps having

nearly 1-movable point-inverses preserve homotopical local connectedness.

This paper emerged from an analysis of the first author's work with J. Segal

in [DS], where the setting is mappings /: X —» Y between locally compact

spaces and where the conditions are, first, that the point-inverses of / be LCn-

divisors (roughly, that the point-inverses have finitely generated homology and

are nearly 1-movable), and, second, that the map / is homology /c-stable (in-

tuitively, that the homology groups of the point-inverses are aligned in a locally

constant manner). The conclusions in [DS] are that Y is homotopically locally

connected (in dimensions that depend on the choice of « and k). One draw-

back of mixing homological and homotopical information is that the proof in

[DS] is very involved. The approach used in this paper is to "dualize" and use

cohomology in place of homology, thereby obtaining a purely cohomological

result. The concept of homology /c-stable dualizes to a standard notion that

the associated cohomology sheaf ßf [f] is locally constant. Furthermore, the

proof reduces to a routine use of the Leray-Grothendieck spectral sequence.

1. Terminology and the Leray-Grothendieck spectral sequence

For the sake of simplicity of presentation, the coefficient ring for cohomology

is the integers Z and is normally suppressed. The cohomology theory used is

Cech theory and the cohomology of a space X with integer coefficients is de-

noted H (X). For a sheaf '&" of abelian groups on a space X , the cohomology

of X with coefficients in & is denoted Hk(X;&). The group H°(X;^) can

be identified with the group of sections T(X ,SF). Spaces are assumed to be

metrizable.

A space X is cohomologically n-connected at x g X , denoted «-clc at x G

X , provided, for each neighborhood U of X, there is a neighborhood V c U

of x such that the inclusion induced homomorphism H"(U) —» H"(V) is the

zero homomorphism (where H* denotes reduced cohomology). A space X is

clc" provided X is k-clc at each point x G X for k < « .

For a map /: X —> Y and integer k > 0, there is a presheaf on Y that as-

signs to an open subset U cY the cohomology group H(f~ (U)) and assigns
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to an inclusion V <-+ U the inclusion-induced homomorphism H (f~ (U)) —►

H'(f~ (^)) ■ The associated sheaf is denoted %? [f] and, for a proper map

/, i.e., f~ (K) is compact for each compact subset K, the stalk of %? [f] at

a point y G Y is the cohomology group H (f~\y)).

The next result and the comments following it record information related to

the Leray-Grothendieck spectral sequence, specifically, information needed in

this paper. For additional details, the reader is referred to [Gr], [Sw], and [Br].

Theorem (Leray-Grothendieck). For a map f:X—>Y, there is a first quadrant

spectral sequence {Er = Er(f): r > 2} such that:

(1) E"2q = Hp(Y;ßTq[f]),
(2) EPJ is associated to a filtration of Hp+q (X),

(3) the edge homomorphism is f: Hp(Y;fZ) = Ep'° => EPJ «-» HP(X).

Remarks, (a) Formally, fJL is the sheaf determined by the presheaf that assigns

to an open subset U C Y the sections over f~ (U) of the constant sheaf XxZ.

The sheaf ffL is canonically isomorphic to the sheaf ßf [f]. In the situations

that arise in this paper, the sheaf %? [/] is locally constant. For example, if

Y is locally connected, f is proper, and f (y) is connected for each y G Y ,

then %? [f] is the constant sheaf Y x Z on Y ; and hence, the cohomology

group HP(Y ;ffL) is the usual cohomology of Y .

(b) EpJq = ker(dr)/im(dr) where the differential dpJq: EpJq -* £p+r'q~r+l

has bidegree (r,\ - r).

(c) EpJq = EpJqx =■■■ = EPJ for p > 1  and r > p + q + 1  (when p = 0,

E°-« = E(;.;'IX=--- = E0J forr>q + 2).

(d) The filtration is

0cJ0cJxc-cJp = H"(X)

where JQ = EPJ and Ji/J,_x = EPJIJ for i < p.

2. The principal result

Theorem 1 below forms the core of the paper, and its proof illustrates a use

of the computational machinery that the Leray-Grothendieck spectral sequence

makes available. At first glance, it might appear that the hypotheses of the

theorem do not include that the point-inverses of / have finitely generated

cohomology. However, the local constancy of the cohomology sheaves implies

that at points y G Y satisfying (*), the cohomology of f~ (y) is finitely

generated (in dimensions < «). Of course, in the application stated in Corollary

1 as well as those presented in §3, an assumption of finite generation is either

explicitly or implicitly piesent.
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There is one consequence of the assumption of cohomologically locally con-

nected that is needed. An elementary proof, using only the Mayer-Vietoris

sequence, can be found in [Br, pp. 78-80].

Lemma 0. If X is a locally compact space that is clc " and K c U, where K is

compact and U is open, then the image of H (U) —» H (K) is finitely generated

for k < n .

The following lemma contains a purely algebraic result that is used in the

proof of Theorem 1.

Lemma 1. If f: G —► H and g: H —> F are homomorphisms of abelian groups

and there are subgroups Gx c G and Hx c H such that f(Gx) c Hx, g(Hx)

is finitely generated, and the image of G/Gx —> H/Hx is finitely generated, then

gf(G) is finitely generated.

Proof. Choose elements «,, «2, ... ,hs G H so that their images in /////, gen-

erate the image of G/Gx , and choose elements fx,f2, ... ,ftG F that generate

g(Hx). Let Fx be the subgroup of F generated by the f 's and the g(h¡) 's.

The factoring

G^G/GX^H/HX^F/FX

detects that the image of G in F/Fx is trivial and, therefore, gf(G) is con-

tained in the finitely generated subgroup F,.   ■

Theorem 1. If f: X -* Y is a proper map between locally compact metrizable

spaces, X isclcn+ , and the cohomology sheaves ßf [f] as well as ß? [f],for

k < « - 1, are locally constant, then Y is (n + l)-clc at each point y satisfying:

( * )      for each k < n  and each neighborhood U of y , there is a

neighborhood V of y such that the image of TJU) -* YJV)
is finitely generated (where YJW)  is the group of sections of

ß?k\f] over the open subset W c Y).

Proof. Proceeding by induction on « , starting with « = -1 , which is the well-

known result that the  Y is locally connected since X is locally connected,

assume that  Y is clc"  at each point satisfying condition (*).   Assume that

y0e7 satisfies condition (*), and replacing Y by a neighborhood of y0 if

necessary, assume that each of the sheaves ßt [f] and ffî [/], for k < n-l,

is constant. The constancy of these sheaves means, for a choice of V c U as in

(*), that H (f~ (yj) is isomorphic to a subgroup of the image of YJU) —►

YJV) for k < « - 1 . Thus H (f~l(yQ)) is finitely generated for k < n, as

was observed in the discussion at the beginning of the section. (Since %? [f]

is assumed locally constant, in case « = 0, H (f~ (y0)) is finitely generated

as well.)

Since Y is clc " at y0 , the universal coefficient theorem for Cech cohomology

[Sp] establishes that Y is clc"~ at y0 with respect to any coefficient group.

That is, for any neighborhood U of y0, there is a neighborhood V c U of
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y0 such that the inclusion-induced homomorphism H (U;G)—> H (V;G) is

trivial for each abelian group G and for k < n - 1.

For a subset A c Y, the terms in the Leray-Grothendieck spectral sequence

for the restriction f~ (A) —» A will be denoted AEpJq and the differentials

denoted   .dP'q.
A   r

For each open neighborhood U of y0, specify a neighborhood a(U) of y0

with cl(a(U)) C U satisfying:

(1) the image of YJU) —» YJa(U)) is finitely generated;

(2) the inclusion-induced homomorphism  H (U;G) —► // (a(U);G)   is

trivial for /c < « - 1 and for all abelian groups G ;

(3) the image of Hn+\f~\U)) -+ Hn+x(f~\a(U))) is finitely generated.

As is recorded in Lemma 0, the last condition is a consequence of the as-

sumption that X is clc"+ . Since ßif [f] is constant for k < n - 1,

Hp(A;ßTk[f\A]) = Hp(A;Hk(f~\y0)),    for k< « - 1 and for subsets A C Y.

Therefore, in the presence of condition 2, for each V c a(U), the homomor-

phism

(a) uEp'q -> vEp'q ,    and, hence,    uEp,q ->,,. EpJq ,    forr>2,

is trivial for p, q < « - 1 .

A consequence of condition 1 and the identification

uE02-n = H0(U;ßrn[f\f_l{ü)]) = YJU)

is that the image of

(b) L,E2 '" —► VE2 '",    and hence of   vEj" —► vEj" ,    forr>2,

is finitely generated.

A consequence of condition 3 and the filtration associated to the spectral

sequence (see the remarks in §1) is that the image of the inclusion induced

homomorphism

Fp,q _       pp,q

is finitely generated for p + q = « + 1 . Since E^f = Eppqq+X , for p > 1  (see

Remark (c) in §1), the image of

f,p,q   _        FP,q
Ur,n+2        V^n+2

is finitely generated for p > 1 and p + q = « + 1 as well.

The remainder of the proof is to show, by induction, that for each neighbor-

hood U of y0 and each integer 0 < m < « , there is a neighborhood V c U

of y0 such that the image of

, 77+1,0 77+1,0

(i> U^n+2-m \,£j 77+2-777
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is finitely generated. For m = 0, V = a(U) was just shown to have this

property. Inductively, suppose that 1 < m < n and that W c U are open

neighborhoods of yQ such that W c a(U) and the image of

, . , zr"+1 '0 E""+1 '°'   Ï  ^ C      71 + 2-777   ""*   H-'^77 + 2-777

is finitely generated. Specify a neighborhood F c «(W7) and set

„_      F77+l,0 „ _       „ii+1,0 F _      pn + \,0
U ~ Unn+2-(m+\) ' -"  — H-"C,77+2-(m+l) ' r        t"cn+2-(777+l) '

^ , ,777,77-777 , r r , ,777,77-777 .
Gl   =  lm(iA + 2-(77,+ l)) > "l    =   lmU^7, + 2-(„7+l)) .

and let f:G—*H and g: H ^ F be the inclusion-induced homomorphisms.

Naturality ensures that /(G,) c H{ and (f) records that the image of G/Gx —►

/////, is finitely generated. The finite generation of g(i/,) is a consequence of

the commuting diagram

,   t   r\ r-«+1 .0

W"C'77 + 2-(777+l) K^

jin .n — m
" 'an + 2-(m+ll

r,m,n — m _        r,m,n — m

Wt,n+2-(m+l) *   Vt'n+2-(m+\)

and of the information recorded in (b) for «i = 0 and in (a) for « - 1 > m > 1 .

In turn, Lemma 1 establishes that the image of

j-,77+1 .0 £""+' -°
U   n+2-(m+l) ~* l"t,7j+2-(77i+l)

is finitely generated, completing the inductive step.

Setting m = « in (t), the conclusion is that for each neighborhood U of

y0 , there is a neighborhood K c U of y0 such that the image of

Hn+l(U;Jr°[f\f„¡m]) = vE¡+i'° - ^2"+1,° = ^,+ 1(^;^°m/-,n])

is finitely generated. Since the sheaves that appear as coefficients in the co-

homology are constant, with stalks a finitely generated free abelian group, it

follows that the image of Hn+ (U) —* Hn+ (V) is finitely generated as well. In

combination with the fact that each of the individual elements of Hn+ (U) is

mapped to zero by the inclusion-induced homomorphism Hn+ (U) —> Hn (W)

for some neighborhood W c U of y0 , it follows that Y is («+ l)-clc at y0.   ■

The next result is an easy consequence of the preceding theorem and sets

forth, perhaps in the most useful form, general criteria for detecting that coho-

mological local connectedness is preserved by a proper map.

Corollary 1. If f: X —> Y is a proper map between locally compact metriz-

able spaces, the sheaves ßt [f] are locally constant for k < n, the groups

H (f~ (y)) are finitely generated for y g Y and k < n, and X is clcn+ ,

then Y is clc"+ .
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3. Some applications

In order to make use of either Theorem 1 or its corollary, it is necessary to

have machinery available to detect that cohomology sheaves of mappings are

locally constant. The three lemmas that follow provide the analyses needed for

the applications. A more thorough presentation along these lines can be found

in [DyW].

Lemma 2. If f: X —> Y is a proper map between metrizable spaces and V is

an open subset such that:

(a) the inclusion-induced homomorphism H (f~ (V)) —» H (/" (y)) is an

epimorphism for each y G V, and

(b) the kernel of Hk(f~\V))  -> Hk(f~\y))   is the same subgroup of

Hk(f~\V)) for each y G V,

then the restriction of ß? '[/] to V is constant.

Proof. Specify a point y0G V . Conditions (a) and (b) imply that the quotient

Hk(f-\v))/(ker{Hk(f-\V)) - Hk(f~l(y0))})

is "naturally" isomorphic to H (f~ (y)) for each y g V. These isomor-

phisms combine to produce a map p: V x H (f~ (yj) -» ß? [f\f-l{V)] that

is determined by setting p(y,a) = image of à in H (f~ (y)), where à G

H ((f~l(V)) is chosen so that a = image of à G H (f~[(yj). Evidently,

p is one-to-one and onto and it is a stalk-by-stalk isomorphism. The map p

is open since the image under p of the basic open set W x {a}, for an open

set W c U and an element a G H (f~ (y0)), is the basic open set consist-

ing of the images of â in Hk(f~\y)), for y G W, where à G Hk(f~\v))

is chosen so that the image of à in H (f~ (y0)) is the element a. It re-

mains to show that the map p is continuous. Specify a point (y,a) G V x

H (f~l(y0)). A typical basic open neighborhood of p(y,a), denoted W*,

consists of the images of ß in H (f~l(z)), for z e W, where W c V

is an open subset, y G W, and ß G Hk(f~\\V)). Let à G Hk(f~~\v))

be such that the image of à in H (f~l(y)) equals a. The set U = {z G

W: the images of/? and à in Hk(f~l(z)) are equal} is an open subset of W.

Now, U x {a} is a neighborhood of (y ,a) and p(U x {a}) c W*. Thus p is

continuous.    ■

Recall that the collection of sections over a subset A c Y of the cohomology

sheaf ßl? [f] associated to a map f:X—*Y is denoted by Y JA).

Lemma 3. If f: X —► Y is a proper map between metrizable spaces and the col-

lection, denoted 5?, consisting of those open sets U c Y such that

ker{Hk(f~l(U)) - Hk(f~[(y))} is the same subgroup of Hk(f~\U)) for all

y g U is a basis for Y, then the homomorphism c¡> : YJW) -* H (f~ (y))
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defined by cf> (s) = s(y) is a monomorphism for each open connected set W and

each y gW .

Proof. Suppose that W is an open connected subset, s gYJW) , and s(y0) = 0

for a point y0 G W. It suffices to show that W = {z G W: s(z) = 0}. For

each y g W, specify an open set V cW, with V G S', such that there is an

element ay G Hk(f~\V)) with the image of a in Hk(f\z)) equal to s(z)

for all z g V . According to the hypothesis either s(z) — 0 for each z g V

or s(z) ^ 0 for each z G V . Therefore the set {z e W: s(z) - 0} , which is

necessarily open, is closed in W, as its complement is a union of V 's. Thus,

as s(y0) = 0, W = {z g W:s(z) = 0}.   ■

Theorem 2. If f: X -* Y is a proper surjection between locally compact metriz-

able spaces, the family of all open subsets V c Y satisfying:

(a) H (f~\v)) —► H (f~\y))  is an epimorphism for each y G V, for

k = 0, and for each k < « - 1, and

(b) ker{Hk(f~\V)).-^Hk(f~\y))} is the same subgroup of Hk(f~l(V))

for each y G V and for k < «

is a basis for Y, and X is clcn+ , then Y iscle" and Y is (n + \)-clc

at each point in the closure of

F = {y g Y: H"(f~ (y)) is finitely generated).

Proof. In view of Lemma 2, the sheaves ß? [f] are locally constant for k <

« - 1 , and, as was discussed in §2, since X is clc " , for an open set V and

point y G V, the image of Hk(f~x(V)) -> Hk(f~\y)) is finitely generated for

k < n + 1. Thus, since those V 's satisfying conditions (a) and (b) form a basis,

H (f~ (y)) is finitely generated for each y g Y and k < n — 1. It remains

to show that condition (*) of Theorem 1 is satisfied. Since the case n = -1

records that Y is locally connected, Lemma 3 shows that condition (*) holds

at those points y0 G Y, each neighborhood of which contains a point y with

H (f~l(y)) finitely generated, for k < « . While the latter holds at each point

of Y for k < « - 1 , it holds at the points of F for k = n.   ■

Theorem 3. //"/: X —► Y is a shape fibration between locally compact metrizable

spaces, X is clc"+l, and Hk(f~\y)) is finitely generated for each yGY and

k <n, then Y is clc"+l .

Proof. For an open set U c Y and point y0 G U, specify a connected open

neighborhood V of y0 for which Hk(f~x(V)) -> Hk(f~\yJ) is an epimor-

phism for k < « . For an arbitrary point y G V, name an arc A c V with end-

points yQ and y. As recorded in [MR], the inclusions f~ (y) ^-> /_ (A) and

f~l(yo)'-* f~l(A) are shape equivalences. Hence, Hk(f~x(A)) —► H (f~\y))

and Hk(f~x(A)) '-± Hk(f'l(y0)) are isomorphisms for all k. It follows that

Hk(f~\V)) -» Hk(f~l(y)) is an epimorphism with kernel equal to the kernel
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of Hk(f~l(V)) -* Hk(f l(yQ)) for k < «. Theorem 2 applies to detect that

Y isclc"+1.   ■

4.  A CONVERSE TO THE PRINCIPAL RESULT

Theorem 4 and Corollary 2 contain converses to Theorem 1 and Corollary

1, respectively. In particular, the corollary records explicitly a fact alluded to

earlier in the paper that, for proper maps defined on cohomologically locally

connected spaces and having locally constant cohomology sheaves, the coho-

mological locally connectedness of the image forces the stalks to be finitely

generated.

The proof of Theorem 4 uses the following extension of Lemma 0 that is

a consequence of the universal coefficient theorem for Cech cohomology; for

example, see [Sp, p. 335].

Lemma 4. If G is a finitely generated group, X is a locally compact space that

is clc ", and K c U, where K is compact and U is open, then the image

of H (U;G) -> H (K;G) is finitely generated for k < n — 1. Furthermore,

if in addition G is free, then the image of H"(U;G) -» H"(K;G) is finitely
generated as well.

Theorem 4. // /: X —► Y is a proper map between locally compact metrizable

spaces, X is clc"+ , Y is clc", the cohomology sheaves ß? [f] as well as

^ [f] • for k < n - I, are locally constant, and Y is (« + l)-c/c at a point y,

then

( * )      for each k < «  and each neighborhood U  of y , there is a

neighborhood V of y such that the image of YJU) —► YJV)

is finitely generated (where YJW)  is the group of sections of

ß? [/] over an open subset W c Y).

Proof. Assume that Y is («+l)-clc at y0 and, replacing Y by a neighborhood

of y0 if necessary, assume that each of the sheaves ß? [f] and ßif [/], for

k < n — 1, is constant. The proof is by induction on 0 < m < n.

Suppose that m = 0. Let V c U a neighborhood of _v0. Adopting the

notation used in the proof of Theorem 1,

„0,0 „0,0 „0, y— l/rn, , ^0,0 tfiir- 1/t^\\
VE2    = UEoc   ^H(f    (U))    and    l£oo   ^ H (f    (y))-

Hence, if V is chosen so that the image of H°(f~x(U)) -+ H°(f~l(V)) is

finitely generated, then the image of t,£200 = H°(U,ß^°[f\v]) = YQ(U) in

yE2'° = H°(V,jr°[f\y]) = YJV) is finitely generated. Since ß?°[f] is con-

stant over U, it follows that H°(f~l(y0)) is finitely generated as well.

Inductively, assume that 1 < m < « - 1 and that, for each neighborhood

U of y0, there is a neighborhood V of y0 contained in U with the image

of YJU) — YJV) finitely generated, for k < m. It follows that Hk(yJ is
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finitely generated as well. It follows from Lemma 4 that each neighborhood W

of y0 contains a neighborhood a(W) of yQ with cl(a(W)) c U such that the

image of L,Ep'q —► n{U)Ep'q is finitely generated, for either p < m , q < m — 1

or p = m + 1, # = 0. It follows that

for r > 2, the image of ^is^'q —► a,V)EpJq is finitely generated,

for either p<m,q<rn-l    or   /? = «-z + 1, <? = 0.

It suffices to show that there is a neighborhood V of y0 such that the im-

age of uEr ,m —► vEr '"' is finitely generated for all r > 2, the case r = 2

completing the inductive step. For any neighborhood W , wEr '" = yyE^1" c

Hm(f~ (W)), for r > m + 2. Thus, for a neighborhood V of y0 with c\(V)

a compact subset of U, since the image of Hm(f~ (£/)) -» Hm(f (V)) is

finitely generated, the image of ,,2? m —► vEr '" is finitely generated for all

r > m + 2 .

Proceeding by induction on 0 < p < m — 1 , the inductive assumption is that

for each neighborhood U of y0 , there is a neighborhood ß(U) such that the

image of vE°^2_p — ß{U)E°n'"2_p is finitely generated. Set

r  _ j-,0 ,777 „ _ p0,777 p   _ „0 ,777
"       CC77i+2-(p+l) ' "       (1(C)-C'777+2-(p+l)' r   — ß(a(U)) •C,w+2-(p+l) '

C7, = ker(vdl'™p+x ),       //, = ker(a(U)7Í;0;^+1),

and let f:G—*H and g: H —» F be the inclusion-induced homomorphisms.

Naturality assures that /(G,) c //, . Since Hx =u(l/) ^m'+^_p> tne inductive

assumption is that g(Hx) is finitely generated. Since

C7/C7.C  uE'-p+ '-+2_(p+1)   and   /////,ca(t/-+ ''L2_(p+1),

condition (1) ensures that the image of G/Gx -* H/Hx is finitely generated.

Thus, Lemma 1 applies to show that

the image of ^f^^,, -+/l¡am) Ei+2-(p+i) is finitelV generated,

completing the inductive step.    ■

Corollary 2. If f: X —> Y is a proper surjective map between locally compact

metrizable spaces, X and Y ai

as well as ß?k[f], for k<n, a

generated for k < « and y G Y.

metrizable spaces, X and Y are clc "+ , and the cohomology sheaves ß? [f]

as well as ß? [f],for k < «, are locally constant, then H (f~ (y)) is finitely
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